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Abstract: Many pharmacists have expressed a desire to become more involved in patient care, in part by being compensated for patient counseling, as well as by providing services traditionally offered by physicians and nurse practitioners. Recent efforts to develop collaborative care models, as well as major restructurings of US health insurance coverage, provide a unique opportunity for pharmacists to become recognized as independent health care providers and be reimbursed as primary care providers. Achieving that goal would require addressing advocacy challenges familiar to other health care professionals who have achieved provider status under existing reimbursement rules. Historically, political advocacy has not been a major part of pharmacy practice, or even viewed as necessary. However, pharmacists would be more politically effective with a single organization to speak for them as a profession, and with further education in advocacy.
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The relevance of advocacy in changing pharmacy practice

Pharmacists in the US increasingly face tension between how they are paid, which is often by filling prescriptions, and what they claim they want to do, which is to counsel patients and manage medications. Historically, filling prescriptions allowed time to counsel patients without separate reimbursement, but cost pressures on health care practice have made the provision of unreimbursed services increasingly difficult. This disjuncture between pharmacists’ expertise and the ways that they are reimbursed suggests two options: pharmacists could reassess their training and expectations to do only the jobs they are currently reimbursed for, or pharmacists could advocate for an expanded practice role. Without reimbursement for primary care services, cost pressures will make the historically unpaid practice of counseling patients regarding medications increasingly difficult. This disjuncture between pharmacists’ expertise and the ways that they are reimbursed suggests two options: pharmacists could reassess their training and expectations to do only the jobs they are currently reimbursed for, or pharmacists could advocate for an expanded practice role. Without reimbursement for primary care services, cost pressures will make the historically unpaid practice of counseling patients regarding medications increasingly difficult. However, reimbursement for health care services is based on coverage decisions made by government and changing government decisions requires advocating for change. This paper considers the challenges and opportunities for pharmacists who seek to advocate for an expanded practice role.

Advocacy, especially political advocacy, is often viewed as a form of persuasion or influence, but it is also a form of education. Historically, political advocacy has not been a major part of pharmacy practice, or even viewed as necessary. If pharmacists wish to continue to be able to counsel patients effectively, however, political advocacy deserves to play a much larger role for pharmacists.
Practitioners and insurance plans in the US have committed to developing more collaborative forms of care, providing new opportunities to pharmacists, who have expressed desire to be more involved in direct patient care and spend less time dispensing medications. Increasing evidence suggests that allowing pharmacists to serve as health care providers can improve patient care and increase cost-effectiveness. Changes in US health care coverage offer an unprecedented opportunity to establish new ways for pharmacists and other health care professionals to work together. In response to these changes, a few schools of pharmacy have begun to develop programs to teach new pharmacists to become effective advocates. These skills have both professional and clinical implications.

These new opportunities come packaged with significant challenges for pharmacists seeking to find a place in redesigned health care systems. Pharmacists face increasing economic pressures that compel them to spend less time in contact with patients and more time dispensing medications. Effective advocacy to allow pharmacists to be reimbursed for direct patient care is limited by the profession’s relative political inexperience and lack of a unified advocacy group. The organizations representing pharmacists as a profession are fragmented and lack a cohesive voice. In addition, advocacy for pharmacy as a profession can at times be confused with advocacy for the pharmaceutical industry, even though these groups often have different goals. Finally, pharmacists as a profession have emphasized selling products rather than patient care, and this emphasis has in some cases undercut their professional credibility to act as health care providers.

Political advocacy is an effective strategy to change health care policy and health care professionals’ scope of practice. Physicians, and more recently nurse practitioners, have successfully used political advocacy in the past to obtain reimbursement for their services and modify popular perceptions of their professions. These changes allowed them to become independent and self-regulating professionals focused on providing expertise to patients. Pharmacists have repeatedly expressed desire for the same kind of independence and for new opportunities to provide direct patient care. In the highly regulated area of health care, making this transition will require educating policymakers about the benefits of including pharmacists on collaborative health care teams.

Opportunities in pharmacy practice
Health care is becoming more collaborative

Health care is shifting away from the single provider model based largely on physician–patient relationships. Since 2005, England and Wales have allowed pharmacists to be reimbursed under the National Health Service as providers for certain services. In the US, multiple states have also passed laws allowing pharmacists provider status, although these laws rarely allow pharmacists to bill insurers for the provision of these services.

Historically, pharmacists have served as the providers of first resort, assessing whether individuals needed to seek medical diagnosis and treatment. Multiple studies report that pharmacists would prefer to spend more time in direct patient care and less time dispensing medications. Although there are increasing efforts to develop collaborative health care models, it is not yet clear what roles different health care professionals will play. In many cases, nurse practitioners and physician assistants take over the “physician extender” role, rather than other kinds of health professionals such as pharmacists.

In the US, this use of nurse practitioners and physician assistants reflects the fact that it is possible to bill insurance for services they provide. The same is not true of pharmacists or pharmacist technicians, who are still paid for dispensing medications rather than providing services. In addition, economic pressures on pharmacies that demand that pharmacists fill more prescriptions in less time to maintain the same practice income, and the increasing role of chain pharmacies, have reduced the time that community pharmacists can spend on direct patient care. Although inpatient pharmacists have more opportunities to spend time with patients, they can still be drawn into spending time on dispensing products because that is how pharmacists are reimbursed. A new collaborative model of health care could offer opportunities for physicians to focus on diagnosis and for pharmacists to take over medication therapy management.

Including pharmacists on health care teams can improve patient care and reduce costs
Pharmacists may hold provider status as part of a health care team in a single unit, such as oncology, in an individual hospital, but few places offer consistent pharmacist services across multiple sites or disease conditions. The research that has been completed on health outcomes when pharmacists provide other services is, as a result, difficult to generalize. However, systematic reviews suggest that pharmacist interventions resulted in improvement in clinical outcomes, although improvements were not always statistically significant.

Unfortunately, typical measures of patient care may be limited when judging the contributions made by pharmacists
because of their status as providers of first resort. Research from the UK suggests that consultation with a pharmacist may in some cases lead patients to seek the care of a physician, which increases costs, or to be readmitted to a hospital after discharge, which is generally considered to be a measure of poorer care.\textsuperscript{11} Yet, if patients are seeking appropriate care from physicians or need to be readmitted, these referrals may represent higher quality patient care or suggest the need to investigate discharge practices. These findings suggest that further research is needed to identify the best measures of quality of care for health care teams that include pharmacists.

Nonetheless, there is increasing evidence suggesting that even by traditional measures of cost-effectiveness and quality of care, including pharmacists in collaborative care can improve health outcomes and reduce costs. These studies provide justification for classifying pharmacists as providers and reimbursing them for their services. The finding that some pharmacist services may not be measured effectively by existing standards for quality of care suggests that advocacy for increased research in this area should also focus on identifying better metrics for what constitutes high quality and cost-effective care, and how to assign responsibility for health outcomes when multiple health care professionals work together.

Changes in national health programs provide a window of opportunity to change practice

Increasing health care costs have led a number of countries to reconsider how they provide care under national health insurance. Both dentists and pharmacists typically delegate routine work to technicians and focus on more difficult, complicated, or legally required tasks. Physicians, in contrast, have historically taken responsibility for multiple levels of care. In recent years, this has begun to change. Increasingly, nurse practitioners and physician assistants provide routine care for patients in physician practices. However, the increasing reliance on drug therapy for patient care has made medication therapy management, in consultation with pharmacists, increasingly important in the provision of care.\textsuperscript{14} National health insurance plans have begun to experiment with delegating services such as tobacco cessation counseling and treatment to pharmacists, and allowing pharmacists to prescribe a limited set of medications as well as dispense them.

Pharmaceutical schools have begun to teach advocacy as well as patient care

Historically, pharmacists rarely engaged in political advocacy or perceived much reason to do so.\textsuperscript{1} As a result, the profession of pharmacy has failed to develop the skills and knowledge to be effective advocates – effective advocacy, like other expertise, is learned and can be taught. As many pharmacists have expressed increasing desire to move their practice focus away from exclusively dispensing products, however, it has become clear that new advocacy skills are necessary. Nurse practitioners battled for several years in the US to obtain provider status, making incremental gains before achieving national recognition. To make the same transition, pharmacists would need the same kinds of skills used by nurse practitioners, and by physicians before them. Political advocacy is an effective way to make policy changes.\textsuperscript{2}

Pharmacy schools have proliferated in recent years, and one way that some programs have begun to provide differentiated education is the creation of new classes focusing on advocacy.\textsuperscript{1} Pharmacists increasingly need to advocate both for their own professional goals and for patients, who may need an expert to justify the reimbursement of a particular medication from an insurance provider. Advocacy skills can be applied to policy change, but they can also serve as a clinical tool. The extremely limited historical training in and use of advocacy by pharmacists means that the profession has enormous untapped resources. Expanding advocacy education for pharmacists beyond the current limited number of pilot programs would take advantage of this capacity.

Challenges to effective advocacy

Pharmacists are pushed away from provider roles

Historically, the profession of pharmacy has been based around the provision of products rather than the provision of services. In the 1960s, pharmacy was classified by sociologists as a quasi-profession rather than a profession.\textsuperscript{15} Part of the justification was that pharmacy did not maintain control of its service, which was defined at the time as the provision of therapeutic drugs, given that these drugs were also available as samples from physicians. Product samples do not undercut a professional model based on the provision of medication services, but they do undercut a professional model based on restricted access to drugs. Other professional characteristics measured by sociologists that pharmacy lacked included self-governance (defined as status as a health care provider), consensus about their professional roles, and supplying “service or advice for a definite fee or salary.”\textsuperscript{11} To some extent all of these issues persist to the present day.

Pharmacists are poorly integrated into the health system, in large part because the emphasis on products shifts the focus away from patients.\textsuperscript{16} Legally, in court cases addressing
malpractice, pharmacists are primarily recognized as product dispensers rather than service providers.\textsuperscript{17} Although this legal status comes with reduced liability, it does not reflect what pharmacists report that they want to do with their time, or how pharmacy schools train them to provide patient care.

Multiple studies suggest that pharmacists prefer to spend their time providing patients with information rather than dispensing drugs, and that patients value primary care provided by pharmacists once they have experienced it.\textsuperscript{7–9} However, pharmacists cannot provide additional services, particularly counseling, without the time and space to speak to patients, and both are increasingly rare.\textsuperscript{18} Community pharmacists may offer advice about medication, but they spend the majority of their time dispensing medications.\textsuperscript{19–21} Economic incentives, including the increasing pressure to fill more prescriptions in less time as the reimbursement rate for each individual prescription drops, make it even more difficult to spend time on other patient care services.\textsuperscript{22} The shift to mail order prescriptions may further exacerbate the problem, as mail order prescription adherence appears to be lower for some drugs, and phone counseling provided has been found less effective than in-person pharmacist interventions.\textsuperscript{23,24}

**Pharmacist organizations are fragmented**

Advocacy organizations have dramatically different levels of political influence. Significantly, one powerful interest group may better represent an issue than a variety of less powerful groups. Before the 1980s, senior citizens represented almost 20% of the general US population, but were rarely recognized as a significant political force. Since then, AARP (formerly the American Association of Retired Persons) has become widely recognized as one of the most influential interest groups in American politics, and its continued influence lessens the need for multiple organizations to advocate for retirees.\textsuperscript{25} Similarly, in 1997, after years of efforts, nurse practitioners in the US successfully bid for provider status and direct reimbursement for services under Medicare after forming an umbrella organization to represent their interests as health care providers.\textsuperscript{26,27} For most interests, even controversial ones such as gun rights or tobacco, the existence of one or two peak organizations is an advantage.

Like these organizations, the pharmaceutical industry in the US operates under a large umbrella organization (Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America) that advocates for the industry’s interests.\textsuperscript{28} Physicians have developed powerful trade associations that purport to represent them as a profession.\textsuperscript{29} Pharmacists as a profession, however, lack a single unifying organization. Instead, a multitude of groups seeks to represent the interests of different types of pharmacists.\textsuperscript{30} The absence of a single peak advocacy organization representing pharmacists as a profession limits the ability of policymakers to work with the profession – an agreement made with one organization may not be meaningful to other organizations, assuming that they are aware of it at all. Without a single organization representing the interests of pharmacists as a group, changes in health care laws and national insurance programs that would allow pharmacists to act as providers and bill for those services are likely to come slowly, if at all.

**Pharmaceutical organizations have different goals**

Although effective advocacy by pharmacists as a profession remains nascent, the pharmaceutical industry is viewed as enormously powerful,\textsuperscript{31} and is extremely well organized. In the absence of a strong professional organization, pharmaceutical industry groups are often conflated with pharmacist professional groups.\textsuperscript{32} The pharmaceutical industry and pharmacists as professionals may at times have similar goals, including investment in new drug development, and many pharmacists work directly for industry. However, the pharmaceutical industry is primarily interested in drug discovery, development, and manufacturing.\textsuperscript{32–35} In addition, on some policy issues the interests of pharmacists engaged in patient care may conflict directly with the interests of the pharmaceutical industry. Pharmaceutical companies typically seek to extend patent protections and delay the development and use of generic drugs,\textsuperscript{36,37} while pharmacists working directly with patients may prefer generic drugs, both to reduce patient costs and increase adherence.\textsuperscript{38}

The existence of powerful pharmaceutical industry groups would have the potential to confuse policymakers and consumers even if pharmacists had a strong and unified organization to represent them as professionals. In the absence of such an organization, the issues supported by the pharmaceutical industry are at times viewed as the issues supported by pharmacists.\textsuperscript{39}

**Conflicts of interest undermine public trust in pharmacy**

Although pharmacists, like other health practitioners, are generally viewed as trustworthy, positive perceptions of pharmacists are tarnished by the history of pharmacies selling tobacco and alcohol in addition to therapeutic drugs. In the US, where many pharmacies still sell tobacco and alcohol, the sales of these products compromise the perception of
pharmacists as health providers. Moreover, pharmacists who have spent more time in roles where they spend most of their time dispensing products are less likely to perceive that they should take ethical responsibility for patients. These factors can make the sale of tobacco and alcohol seem unobjectionable to pharmacies, who view them only as a different type of product that a pharmacy could supply. Consumers, however, find it difficult to accept pharmacists as health professionals if they are simultaneously providing therapeutic drugs and drugs that cause harm. Eliminating tobacco and alcohol sales in pharmacies could eliminate the problem, but as long as consumers remember a time that pharmacies once supplied those products, the impact on the profession may linger.

**Strategies for the future**

Pharmacists in the US have expressed the desire to provide primary care beyond dispensing medications, and currently have a unique opportunity to establish new practice roles through new reimbursement models. Making these changes will require addressing and overcoming historical reimbursement models that segregate pharmacists into a role that often restricts them to dispensing medications.

Advocates for expanding the role of pharmacy suggest that separating pharmacist services from medication dispensing is critical to making this change. Dispensing of medications could be taken over to some extent by automation and by pharmacy technicians, and given cost pressures on pharmacies, which have increased as the payments for filling prescriptions have dropped, some of this shift has already started to happen. Making these two functions distinct would also help reduce perceptions of conflict of interest in pharmacy, which stem in part from pharmacy sales of tobacco, a known health hazard that is the leading cause of preventable death. Addressing perceived conflicts of interest has become a major issue in medicine. It may be an equally major issue in pharmacy as long as patients remember a time that pharmacists as health providers.

A shift to a health care system where pharmacists are routinely reimbursed for providing medication therapy management would require policy change at the national level. Pharmacist organizations currently appear too fragmented to effectively advocate for these changes. In the absence of a strong professional pharmacist presence in political advocacy, the pharmaceutical industry has become the face of pharmacy for many policymakers and consumers. The advocacy training that has begun in pharmacy schools might productively focus on integrating existing pharmacist groups into a single peak organization that could effectively speak for pharmacists as a profession. The history of nurse practitioners, who developed a single organization in the 1990s to advocate for their provider status and reimbursement, offers a useful parallel for pharmacists seeking the same goals.

The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy recently stated that its main policy issues were payment policy, interprofessional education, medication adherence, and education quality. The first three of these goals could all be addressed by establishing a new model of collaborative care. Changes in payment policy that allowed pharmacists to be reimbursed for medication therapy management would allow pharmacists to become part of interprofessional health care teams. Primary care provided by pharmacists may also improve medication adherence and health care outcomes. Reaching this collaborative care model may require improving the quality of education for pharmacists by developing the advocacy skills of new pharmacists.

Political advocacy has not historically been considered relevant to pharmacy practice. Under current health care systems, however, policymaking and advocacy are critical to health care. Health care coverage has become national in scope, and because coverage is partially funded by taxpayers and regulated by governments, decisions about what to cover have become political decisions as well as clinical decisions. Like nurses and doctors before them, pharmacists can become relevant to health care systems in part by becoming credible advocates for the value that the profession of pharmacy adds to patient care.

Pharmacists currently have an unprecedented opportunity to educate policymakers and other providers and make collaborative health care more expansive. They also have enormous untapped capacity to make these changes happen. Although the challenges are significant, they are not unique: every effective organization started from a position of inexperience and grew toward more successful advocacy. Addressing the challenges of the profession and creating a unified voice for pharmacists as a profession would be a major step toward making pharmacists independent health care providers who are paid for providing expertise.
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